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Editorial board: Ms Sally Lo Dr Angel Lee  Dr Theresa Lai

Hope all of you are doing well and safe! By the
time this issue of newsletter is released, I hope that
COVID-19 is far away from us and we can be back to
a normal life! Due to the pandemic, many of the
events and face-to-face gatherings were cancelled.
Accordingly, the World Health Day scheduled in
April, and Fellowship Conferment and International
Nurses Day Dinner scheduled for May were
cancelled. Nevertheless, our College’s Annual
General Meeting was held online on the scheduled
date on 15 February 2020.
Many of us, in this period of time, have learned to
‘work from home’. Those who are teaching were to
learn quickly to switch to online teaching. Online
teaching is nothing new. As a matter of fact, many
universities worldwide have been promoting online
teaching in the past decades. Online teaching comes
in different forms: Massive Open Online Couse
(MOOC), flipped classroom (provision of teaching
materials such as readings, videos, or PPTs with
voice-over before class; and use of class time for
discussion), etc. Frankly speaking, I was not an
enthusiast of online teaching. I did not think there is
a place for online teaching in nursing education, in a
discipline of human arts and science. But I knew this
is a direction and a common mode of teaching
approach for the future.

Online teaching and COVID-19 
Pandemic in social distancing



Decades ago, online education (previously coined as distance learning) at university
was created for students who lived in remote areas but found it difficult to travel far to
a university of their choice. With the improvements and advancement of internet
technology and the pedagogy supporting online learning, online education has
considerably improved over the last decade.

For online teaching, educators have to put in more effort in preparing teaching
materials in far more detail and logically. It requires the teacher to prepare an outline
or even a script to ‘rehearse’ their teaching before recording over PowerPoint. Reading
materials or videos to be recommended to fulfill the learning objectives are more
carefully selected. Pre-packaged/recorded online teaching can also capitalize on the
excellency of faculty across universities, disciplines, and around the globe.

Students are increasingly attracted and more engaging to the multimedia content of
online teaching. The offer of online teaching has given students greater control over
their learning and enabling them to study/learn at own pace, in that they listen to
teaching and viewing video at their convenience. Students also have better access to
their teachers and classmates with online chat, discussion, and ideas exchange.

Online teaching is often accompanied with online discussion forum as interaction
between students and teachers. The interactions with teachers on synchronized online
discussion, without having to be at a specific place is valued and preferred by learners.
Online education provides mature learners the flexibility to learn at their own time and
at their own pace. Online courses often offered timely feedback to students on their
attainment of the subject matter, and to the teachers the early signal if their approach
should be modified or revised for the students. Indeed online education could have
better and higher impacts than traditional classroom teaching, that learners across the
globe can study in program of their dream without traveling far or aboard.

In February 2020, when there was the outbreak of COVID-19, we were all required to
work from home without social contact. I had to quickly learn how to prepare my
teaching materials with rehearsed recording over PowerPoint, select the appropriate
video and reading materials, navigate and upload the files on the internet system. I
managed to prepare teaching materials at least a week before class time, even included
some learning exercises to make sure that students are keeping up with the leaning
objectives. I also hosted synchronize interactive discussion sessions with students at
the schedule teaching hours. I found that the students were more active and prepared
during our online discussions, for they have already listened to and viewed the
teaching materials beforehand. It was a satisfying experience to me to see that
students also completed the learning exercises that were required before online
interaction sessions.

The experience has proved to be a valuable learning experience to me and many of my
colleagues. We have reached an era that the discussion is no longer about whether
online learning has the merits, but on how best to implement online teaching for the
most beneficial effects on the learning of students.
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Meeting with the  Guangdong Ministry of Health in 
formulating the certification of process of advanced practice 

nursing in the Greater Bay area on 18 Jan 2020

Prof Loke and Dr William Li represented HKCERN to join the meeting 
and shared their expertise.  
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Online AGM on 15 Feb 2020

As Hong Kong SAR has activated Emergency Response Level on 26th January 2020

and suggested to cancel large-scale events in order to minimize risks of virus

infection spreading in local community. HKCERN decided to change the face-to-face

AGM meeting to online AGM meeting.

All members were invited to attend the online meeting on 15th February 2020,

Saturday 11am-12noon by clicking this link. https://zoom.us/j/689671920

Report of HKCERN AGM 2018 and a brief guide on how to join the meeting had

been sent to all members beforehand.

Our President, Prof Alice Yuen Loke, welcomed all members to join the 7th Annual

General Meeting of HKCERN with the necessary quorum required. 30 members,

including 15 council members and 15 Fellows / Ordinary Members were present

and the minutes of AGM 2018 was confirmed without any amendment.

Prof Loke presented the Annual Report, Treasurers Report for the year ended

31 March 2019 and reports from various Committees without further comments /

questions from members. The reports were proposed to be adopted and supported

by Dr Angel Lee, Dr William Li and Dr Joyce Chung.

Our President acknowledged the valuable contributions of Honorary legal advisor,

Mr Sing Hong Chou and Honorary accountant, Lydia W. K. Wong & Co. Certified

Public Accountants.

President also reminded members to support the election of council members next

year and encouraged members to participate. She will continue to explore

opportunities and sponsorship for professional development activities.
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The Education Bureau officially suspended all
classes in January 2020, in response to the
COVID-19 outbreak. Following the suspension of
face-to-face teaching, The Chinese University of
Hong Kong (CUHK) has resorted to online
teaching for Term 2 since 17 February 2020,
through which teachers and students can follow
the teaching timetable and attend real-time
online classes via Zoom. CUHK offers online
workshops to enable teachers, students and
supporting staff to familiarise themselves with
the online teaching facilities. Here at the
Nethersole School of Nursing, we have explored
various approaches to the online platform to
ensure we get the most out of the experience
and enrich students’ learning.

Dr Ka Ming Chow and Dr Fiona Wing Ki Tang 
The Nethersole School of Nursing, The Chinese University of Hong Kong 

The three main types of teaching activities (lectures, tutorials and
laboratory sessions) are now conducted online. Lectures are taught
in real time using PowerPoint in Zoom; tutorials are delivered in the
form of small group online discussions moderated by instructors;
and laboratory sessions are either delivered through videos or
conducted in real time via a Zoom lab. For the videos, we have
developed or obtained online resources addressing nursing skills,
which students can view when they want.

Zoom lecture with 
UReply online quiz



In our Zoom lab we demonstrate skills in real time and play audio
recordings of scenarios, followed by small group discussions. We
have also trialed an online simulation workshop to enhance students’
clinical decision-making skills, and we have incorporated UReply into
online quizzes and real-time discussions to stimulate active teaching
and learning.
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Zoom simulation

Tutorial

We have found that online teaching and learning has both
advantages and disadvantages. We are pleased to find that the
attendance rate has been consistently high and our students have
reported that they have engaged more in the activities, prompting
them to raise more questions. Teachers, however, have experienced
two main challenges. First, some felt that the level of interactions
with their students was reduced, due to the lack of eye contact as
students typically did not have their cameras turned on. Second,
some teachers needed to allocate more preparation time to
familiarize themselves with the online teaching facilities. In general,
however, the online approach appears to be an effective alternative
mode of teaching when face-to-face interaction is not possible.
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Prof Claudia K. Y. Lai, PhD, RN, FHKCERN, FHKCGN, FAAN

This is a special moment in my life. I feel energized by coming into close contact
with patients and their families and friends. I am not afraid of contracting the
virus, nor are other nurses and staff at the Hospital. We have received clear
instructions on how to protect ourselves using appropriate personal protective
equipment. The nature of the work that I do on a daily basis cannot be more
dissimilar from what I have been doing in the past 24 years as an academic.
I am humbled by the special role that I have been allowed to play. I am part of the
institution now, hired to help those in need. Although the role is circumscribed
and specific, it is still an important one because as an RN, my partner and I are
the first point of contact for anyone who walks into the clinics for services.
As I go to work every day, walking along hallways of various sections of the
hospital buildings, I can’t help but think of all of the dramas that occur in the
hospital. I see so many people, all with different moods and facial expressions.
Each individual who comes to the hospital and walks past me has his/her own
special reason for doing so; each has a unique story to tell.
The biggest lesson for me throughout these past few months is that a little
kindness goes a long way. We can go by the book; we can interpret the rules and
regulations literally. But we can also help patients by being more flexible,
speaking with them more slowly and kindly, or giving them a few more seconds
of our time at work. Many of those who come to the SOPD are older adults with
multiple chronic illnesses. Many have special needs. What a privilege it is for me
to be able to practice what I have been teaching my students about interacting
and communicating with older adults. I am reminded of the fundamental values
of nursing as a helping profession. Through being part of the Hospital Authority’s
nursing team, I have gained a lot through encounters with patients, and I feel this
way every time I go to work. I am blessed to be able to work in the frontline
during the pandemic.

When healthcare professionals went on strike this past
February, I offered to work in the frontline to support
colleagues in the Hospital Authority. I was hired by the
Hospital Authority to serve as a locum RN and have
since been assigned to work in a triage post at the
Specialist Out-patient Clinics (SOPD), Department of
Medicine, the Prince of Wales Hospital. The strike
quickly resolved itself, but then the virus (SARS-CoV-2)
was confirmed to have spread to Hong Kong; therefore,
triage nurses like me stayed on to screen people who
came to the SOPD for medical consultation or other
services.
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Congratulations to our President, Prof Alice Yuen Loke, who is awarded as an
honoree of the 2020 Nurse Researcher Hall of Fame. This is a prestigious honor
that is bestowed in recognition of her significant research to family and
community health, and for her achievement in mentoring outstanding younger
generation of scholars in research that has improved the nursing profession and
the health of people.

The award is scheduled to present at the International Nurse Researcher Hall of
Fame at Sigma’s 31st International Nursing Research Congress in Abu Dhabi,
United Arab Emirates, 23-27 July 2020. The research Congress is now scheduled
to be held as a virtual (online) conference.

Congratulations to our Vice President
Dr William Li on being selected as Fellows of
the American Academy of Nursing for his
significant contributions to nursing education
and research.

Dr LI Ho Cheung, William 李浩祥 (Education & Research)

Dr SUEN Kwai Ping, Lorna 孫桂萍 (Education & Research)

Ms KO Mei Kei 高美姬 (Education)

Ms LAM Ho Yan 林可恩 (Education)

Ms YEUNG Wing Yan 楊詠恩 (Education)

120 Fellows; 5 Full Members and 
21 Associate Members in HKCERN
(updated in Jan 2020) 



• The Strategic Workshop 2020 on 29 Feb at Parkview and the World Health
Carnival on 28 March 2020 were cancelled due to COVID-19.

• In view of the COVID-19 outbreak, deadline for OM and Fellowship renewals is
extended from 30 April to 30 June 2020 by HKAN.

• The Conferment 2020 is postponed to 21st Nov 2020 and the conferment will be
held during the 1st International Nursing Conference at the Hong Kong
Academy of Medicine (HKAM) to be held from 20 - 22 Nov 2020.
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Examination  Progress 
19 Jun 2020 - Deadline for application of Membership Examination 
Aug 2020 - Examination for Ordinary Membership 
Dec  2020 - Examination for Fellowship
21 Nov 2020 - Fellowship Conferment 

Please mark your calendars and save the date to attend. 
More information will soon be announced. 

1st International Advanced Practice Nursing Conference 2020 
cum HKAN Fellow Conferment Ceremony from 20 - 22 Nov 
2020 call for abstract 
Please visit http://hkaniapnc2020.net/ for more details. 

http://hkaniapnc2020.net/
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If you have any news or anything that you would like to share with us,  
please let us know. We can feature it in the upcoming HKCERN newsletter! 
Please contact us at: hkcern@gmail.com

HKCERN joined HKAN: Actions to Support our Nurses 
in the Frontline in fighting the COVID-19  

We maintain our stance to be professional and honour the call 
of nursing to serve the people in need. 
堅守南丁格爾精神，再次與全港市民抗疫，並肩作戰。


